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1. Something Small
2. Something with big ears
3. A learning experience
4. Comes in Sizes
5. Old Fashioned
6. Something Alive
7. It Runs
8. Makes you smile
9. A sign of affection
10. Something to play with
11. Not Alive
12. Patriotic
13. Has more than one
14. Form of Transportation
15. Something you polish
16. Soft and cuddly
17. Source of light
18. You can tear it
19. A foot warmer
20. Found Inside a home
21. found Outside a home
22. A season
23. It’s a Girl thing
24. A toy for a boy
25. A place you’d like to be
26. An animal with feathers
27. Something you’d like to have
28. Breakable
29. Beautiful
30. Warm and toasty
31. Crisp and clean
32. A sport
33. Something you lay on
34. it ghas teeth
35. Made of wood
36. Glitters
37. You can plant it
38. A decoration
39. Found in the kitchen
40. An exercise
41. Has a tail
42. A holiday
43. Has wheels
44. Cute
45. Found in a bedroom
46. Squeezable
47. Large
48. Small
49. You can weigh it
50. It grows
51. It sees
52. An musical instrument
53. Something that hides
54. Something your Mother taught you
55. Something you learned from your Dad
56. Foods that are sour
57. Edible things that can be eaten raw
58. Winter sports
59. Sports played indoors
60. Household appliances
61. Found on a Farm
62. Found in the Grocery Store
63. Found in the woods
64. Found on a city street
65. Found in a school
66. Things a Teacher might say
67. Things a Dentist might say
68. Things a Doctor might say
69. Things a scientist might say
70. Things a Policeman might say
71. Found in a Courtroom
72. Found in a Library
73. Things a Judge might say
74. Things a small child might say
75. Things to do to entertain a child
76. Clothing items